IT Security Dashboard is the integrated reporting, analysis, and monitoring for all of the
underlying capabilities in IT Security within the organization. The user can view the IT
Security dashboard on his system for the ‘as of date’ from any part of the geography.

Features
+
Displays

the current and past
performance of the Organization
compliance covering the following
areas:
- Organization
- Extended Network
- Local Area Network
- Network Operation
- Security of Systems Architecture
- IT Production Environment
- Application Security
- Security of Application Projects and
Developments

Target User
+
Middle Management
+
Top Management

Runtime Environment
+
Java runtime environment for

installation
+
Tomcat
+
MySQL
+
MS-Office

+
Details out the audit compliance for

the following:
- Server
- Workstation
- Laptop
+
Detailed drill down tabular reports are

printed for the above.
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+
Graphical and Tabular reports are

displayed for the Intrusion happened
in the current quarter and in the past
as well.
+
Graphical and Tabular reports are

displayed for the Anti-Virus section
covering the risk observed with
current and past information.
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Benefits
Provide one, simple version of business issues for an at-a-glance understanding and faster
action.

+

Present a dynamic, real-world view of business with timely data refreshes

+

Drill-through to data sources and reports for more detail for the specific domain area
Unite data from different core areas of a domain so that a user can view a complete picture with
comparison from past performance.

+
+

High-impact visuals let users bring data to life in virtually any presentation type with interactivity,
multiple 2D and 3D chart types, color-coded drillable maps, animated reports, and more.

+

Dashboard reports are easy to use and require no custom coding.
One stop for the complete reporting with no dependency on ppt or screenshots or specific
reports.
+
Metrics are tracked via Red/Green/Yellow indicators through different charting options to monitor
the current and historical progress.
+

+
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